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We are eager to receive information about these actions so that we can respond to them promptly. This policy
is badly damaging to babies and young people who have committed no crime. We reject the spirit of violence
enacted against innocents for any reason. Inspired by the young people of Parkland, Florida, who saw their
classmates gunned down, the march is a statement about youth and our national values. The children are
telling us to look away from our iPads, bank statements, and even our jobs to put the focus on them. Maybe
we think our families are not at risk. Maybe the black lives we saw on television shot in the back, in the car,
and without any mercy were just a prelude to the white lives being taken down by weaponry not meant to
enter the streets or the schools. Of course, they were. Pay attention, our children are asking. This is not the first
time that American children stood before government officials and demanded action. I was a child in the
South when young men and women only a few years older than me sat at lunch counters and were beaten,
boarded buses that were attacked, and stood patiently while dogs lunged at them and water cannons knocked
them down. They were the vanguard of the Civil Rights movement in the s and they won. They helped
changed the lives of everyone in this country â€” gays, women, immigrants of color, and even the people who
still hate blacks and unwittingly use black dialects, dances and fashions. The children of the peace movement
helped shut down the Vietnam War. The children of Soweto changed South African apartheid. The number of
young activists against child labor and sex trafficking, and those seeking education for their peers could make
us ashamed. Instead, we want them to know we are listening. Adults are paying attention, applauding you, and
standing behind you. Sharing your knowledge, information, and experience can be the sincerest form of free
expression. In the s Civil Rights movement, the adults had the plans. I can remember the priests, parents, and
teachers who came to our houses to encourage young people to go to places where blacks were never allowed:
Go integrate that school. Eat at those restaurants. Apply for that job. An army of young people following the
front line did not leave our communities because we necessarily wanted to be in these new and unwelcoming
places. We acted to aid the country on moral grounds. The diversity of the Parkland spokes-youth in Florida
demonstrates a measure of our civil success. The adults are behind you. There is a speech teacher in Parkland
whose work with the youth is obvious. There was the high school coach who put his life on the line â€” one in
Florida and probably many throughout the land. We can tell that many young people have paid attention. So
now we say: Children, you enlightened children, take your stand and fight for your lives â€” and thank you for
helping to save ours. They shared their perspectives on the ways in which children grapple with difficult
political situations and times of controversy and danger. Panelists also discussed how to write on and speak
about the current political climate with children and young adults, as artists, teachers, parents and
grandparents. Check out some of her posts!
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So we gathered a list of young adult books that talk about sex in a positive and productive way. This book has
helped to make most women I know what we are, in the way that only literature can. Their death means she
will never have to tell them the secret she has only recently realized: Set in rural Montana in the early s,
Cameron moves in with conservative relatives and falls in love, but is eventually outed and sent to a religious
camp to "cure" her sexuality. Amazon Downham takes on sexual assault in this young adult novel about
choice and love. Despite the pressure of their circumstances, when Mikey and Ellie meet, they find themselves
falling in love. Ellie wonders how Tom could have known Karyn wanted to have sex with him, as he claims,
given the drunken state she was in. Amazon This book will satisfy any lover of dystopian novels, taking place
in an Afro-Brazillian society where social class or "tier" is everything. As the main characters June, Enki and
Gil start to question the political system they live in, they also begin to explore their own sexuality. This book
is remarkable in the world of young adult fiction for featuring characters of color who explore bisexuality and
even polyamory without judgment. Petra Mayer, who reviewed the novel for NPR , said, "Yes, this is a
YA-dystopia-love-triangle story, but how unusual to see the heroine become the third wheel to a sensitively
depicted gay relationship. Gil, June and Enki find themselves having to tread carefully as they work out their
own answers to a host of questions about love, art, technology, tradition â€” even sex. Amazon Looking for
Alaska only touches on sex briefly, but significantly enough to be banned in some school districts. Green said
in a vlog about the controversial oral sex scene that he included this scene in order to draw a contrast: Amazon
For lovers of fantasy novels, this is the sex-positive book for you. The first of a trilogy, the story follows a
nameless narrator and her best friend Aurora as they face mythical creatures and discover their own sexuality.
The love story is surprising, and even more importantly, this is one of the only young adult novels with female
masturbation. Amazon This quick read is a light YA romp that takes place over a night spent together. Nick
and Norah are instantly attracted to each other, and have no shame in following that attraction wherever it
takes them. Beyond beautiful descriptions of their physical attraction, the novel also switches between their
perspectives, so we are able to see how both partners react to this whirlwind encounter. Amazon Sarah, a
straight white girl, and Demi, a gay black man, are brought together by their love of theater. However, when
they go to a summer drama camp, their friendship is put to the test as Demi starts to ditch Sarah for actual
boyfriends. While the topic may seem trite, Lockhart brings the characters to life for a surprisingly poignant
take on love in both friendship and romance. Amazon Callie was kidnapped by her mother as a child, and has
been living on the road ever since. But when she has the opportunity to make a home for herself with her
father, she meets Alex, a boy who genuinely cares about her and her experiences. Through this relationship,
she begins to realize that she can feel joy from her sexuality. Amazon The first book in the Jessica Darling
series follows Jessica as she faces high school after her best friend moves away. Amazon This book is
remarkable for its narrator, Jade, who gets panic attacks. Instead of being defeated by her anxiety, she takes
control of her body and her sexuality. When she falls in love for the first time, everything changes, and she
loses her virginity. But contrary to most young adult sex cliches, nothing really changes after sex: Despite
heartbreak, Tess is happy with her decision and proud of her sexuality, not to mention as hilarious as ever. The
School Library Journal writes that readers will both laugh out loud and "will also empathize with her feelings
of not being in control of her life. They will also be heartened by the conclusion of the novel, for even though
Tess is unsure of what will happen next, she has finally come to terms with the fact that life offers no
guarantees.
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when attending games in which Verlander was the starting pitcher.
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